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Abstract

Objectives

We investigated sex-based differences in speed, sub-technique selection, and kinematic

patterns during low- (LIT) and high-intensity training (HIT) for classical cross-country (XC)

skiing across varying terrain.

Methods

Six male and six female elite XC skiers with an approximately 15% differences in VO2max

(men: 68.9±2.9 mL�min-1�kg-1, women: 60.1±3.3 mL�min-1�kg-1) were monitored using a

multi-sensor system to collect time-synchronised data of heart rate, speed, and multiple tri-

axial inertial measurements units while XC skiing on a 5-km competition track.

Results

Men skied 21% faster than women during HIT (5.9±0.3 m�s-1 vs. 4.9±0.2 m�s-1, P < .001),

with the greatest difference (26%) while skiing on flat terrain, whereas skiing speed did not

significantly differ between men and women during LIT. At similar instructed intensity and

rating of perceived effort, women exhibited significantly higher relative heart rate (85±2% vs.

71±3% of maximum) and blood lactate levels (4.0±1.3 vs. 1.2±0.2 mmol/L) during LIT (all P

< .001) than men, whereas physiological responses did generally not differ between the

sexes during HIT. During both intensities and among both sexes, double poling (DP) was

the sub-technique most used relative to distance, followed by miscellaneous sub-techniques

(MISC), diagonal stride (DIA), kick double poling (DK) and herringbone (HRB). In relation to

distance women used DIA more than men during LIT (22% vs. 17%, P = .009) and HIT

(23% vs. 12%, P = .001), whereas men used MISC, including tucking and turning, more

than women during LIT (39% vs. 25%, P = .017) and HIT (41% vs. 30%, P = .064). In
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particular, men used DP more than women while skiing the uphill sections during both LIT

(24% vs. 11%, P = .015) and HIT (39% vs. 13%, P = .002).

Conclusions

Our findings provide novel insights into sex-based differences in speed, sub-technique

selection, and kinematic patterns during LIT and HIT for classical skiing.

Introduction

Cross-country (XC) skiing is a demanding endurance sport performed across hilly terrain in

competitive events lasting from 3 min to several hours, requiring skiers to master a wide range

of speeds and inclines where they change between different sub-techniques and alter their

kinematic patterns. Skiers increase their metabolic intensity and work rates while traversing

uphill terrain, whereas downhill terrain offers opportunities for recovery [1, 2].

In classical style XC skiing, the main sub-techniques used are diagonal stride (DIA), kick

double poling (DK), and double poling (DP). During DIA, primarily used to negotiate moder-

ately steep to steep terrain, the arms and legs move in a manner similar to that of walking [3,

4]. During DP, by contrast, propulsive forces are generated with the poles by the symmetrical

and synchronous movement of both arms supported by considerable trunk flexion while

crossing relatively flat terrain [5]. Last, in DK the upper-body movement is quite similar to the

movement in DP but with additional propulsion from a left or right DIA-like leg kick [6]. DK

is normally used while traversing slightly uphill and flat terrain, depending on resistance

imposed by snow [7]. Among other sub-techniques, the herringbone technique (HRB) is used

during very steep uphill runs [8], the tuck position (TCK) during downhill runs, and various

turn techniques (TRN) during turns [9].

Previous research has reported that shifts between the classical sub-techniques during sub-

maximal and constant work rate are guided by incline more than speed [3]. However, Mars-

land et al. [10, 11] detected speed thresholds for transitions between sub-techniques and

speculated that skiers consider both the perceived speed and the effort perceived necessary to

maintain that speed when deciding to shift from one sub-technique to another. In most of

those sub-techniques, higher speeds require the production of more rapid cycles combined

with sufficient propulsive force to increase cycle length (CL). Longer CL is particularly impor-

tant in employing high-speed sub-techniques across flat terrain, whereas using rapid cycles is

important to overcome steep uphill terrain, as well as at the beginning of races and when

sprinting to the finish line [12].

Researchers have also investigated speed and heart rate (HR) changes across different ter-

rains and the distribution and kinematics of sub-techniques used during high-intensity XC

skiing competitions [2, 10, 11, 13–15]. However, 85–90% of the training performed by elite XC

skiers consists of low-intensity training (LIT), [12, 16]. Comparing speed fluctuations and the

distribution and kinematics of sub-techniques used with both low and high intensity is there-

fore necessary to clarify the physiological and technical aspects of training undertaken by XC

skiers. Furthermore, although studies have compared athletes across different terrains in terms

of HR normalised to its maximal value [1, 2], the use of speed relative to the corresponding

maximal speed (Vmax) in a given terrain while XC skiing remains unclear. The integrated

understanding of %HRmax, %Vmax, and the distribution of sub-techniques is nevertheless

imperative to designing and evaluating training programmes in XC skiing.
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The above-mentioned aspects might also differ between men and women, who generally

exercise and compete on the same tracks with similar equipment but at different speeds.

Women who perform at a level comparable to that of men tend to be slower than men, which,

among other sex-based differences in endurance performance, can be primarily explained by

women’s smaller body size, lower muscle mass, higher percentage of body fat, smaller cardiac

capacity, and lower levels of haemoglobin [17]. However, sex-based differences in XC skiing

performance are increased as the contribution of power from the upper body increases [18].

Such changes are attributable to men’s higher proportion of muscle mass in the upper body,

which might subsequently influence the choice of sub-technique and how energy is distributed

across varying terrain. Although most of these aspects have not been investigated directly, a

comparison of speeds achieved during 10- and 15-km time trial races for women and men has

revealed similar HR profiles in both sexes, with sex-based differences in speed fluctuating by

14% in uphill terrain, 11% in flat terrain, and 5% in downhill terrain [1]. Furthermore, during

a classical time trial competition 15 km long for men and 10 km long for women, Stöggl et al.

[15] reported 19% shorter CL and 4% higher cycle rates (CR) for women than for men. Those

authors also observed that men employed DP and DK to a greater extent and DIA to a lesser

extent than women on intermediate (2–5˚) terrain. However, since they analysed only four

12–22 m sections at different inclines, a full-course analysis of sex-based differences in the use

of sub-techniques across varying terrain at different intensities has not been performed.

Micro-sensor technology has revolutionised the possibilities of performing advanced field

analyses of XC skiing, including classification of the use of sub-techniques and their kinematic

patterns [11, 19–23]. In a recent study, we demonstrated the possibility of using a multi-sensor

system with time-synchronised HR, multiple tri-axial inertial measurement units (IMU), and

global positioning data to detect sub-technique distribution during classical XC skiing on

snow [24]. In a follow-up study, we used such data to develop an automatic classification of

sub-techniques using a machine-learning algorithm [25]. In contribution to such research, the

current study investigated sex-based differences in speed, sub-technique selection, and kine-

matic patterns during LIT and HIT for classical XC skiing across varying terrain.

Material and methods

Participants

Sixteen skiers, all of whom competed at the national and international levels, volunteered to

participate in the study and completed the protocol. However, since some of the sensors failed

during the measurement collection, we could include only 12 (6 men and 6 women) of the ski-

ers in our analysis. Men and women were selected for participation according to their VO2max

and annual training volume; their anthropometric and physiological characteristics appear in

Table 1. The study was pre-approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data and conduc-

tion in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki was assured by the responsible institution

(i.e., Norwegian University of Science and Technology). All participants were fully informed

of all test protocols and procedures before they provided their written consent to participate.

Annual training characteristics

Individual training during the 12 months prior to testing was quantified based on the skiers’

personal training diaries and according to the modified session–goal method, which is thought

to provide a valid, accurate measurement of the duration and intensity of XC skiers’ training

[26]. The training characteristics of men and women appear in Table 2. Training was catego-

rised as low-intensity (HR <82% of HRmax), moderate-intensity (82–87% of HRmax), high-
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intensity (>87% of HRmax), and speed and strength training. Training modes were categorised

as specific (e.g. roller skiing and skiing) and non-specific (e.g. cycling and running).

Design

The skiers performed two 20-m maximal speed (Vmax) tests on flat terrain, followed by two

20-m Vmax tests on uphill terrain. The skiers were subsequently instructed to ski 5-km during

LIT before performing the same 5-km track at competition speed (i.e. as part of HIT). All tests

were performed on 2 consecutive test days while skiing on snow. Five participants were tested

on day 1 and seven were tested on day 2, with men and women being counterbalanced

between test days.

Table 1. Anthrtopometric, physiological, and performance characteristics (mean ± SD) of six male and six female

national-level cross-country skiers.

Men Women % sex diff.#

Age (years) 21.8 ± 2.0 19.8 ± 1.5 -10.1

Body height (cm) 181.5 ± 5.9� 166.7 ± 3.9 -8.9

Body mass (kg) 80.6 ± 5.0� 61.7 ± 4.6 -30.8

Body mass index (kg�m-2) 24.5 ± 0.9� 22.2 ± 0.9 -10.4

Maximal oxygen uptake (L�min-1) 5.55 ± 0.40� 3.71 ± 0.40 -49.8

Maximal oxygen uptake (mL�min-1�kg-1) 68.9 ± 2.9� 60.1 ± 3.3 -14.7

HRmax (beat�min-1) 195 ± 7 199 ± 6 2.0

#Sex-based difference was calculated according to the equation (Women’s value–Men’s value) / Women’s

value × 100.

�Significantly different compared to the corresponding value for women (P < .05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.t001

Table 2. Training characteristics (mean ± SD) of six male and six female elite cross-country skiers during different phases of the training cycle the year prior to

data collection.

Men Women

Total

(year-1)

GP1

(month1)

GP2

(month-1)

SP

(month-1)

CP

(month-1)

Total

(year-1)

GP1

(month-1)

GP2

(month-1)

SP

(month-1)

CP

(month-1)

Total

Sessions 378 ± 107 33 ± 13 34 ± 7 35 ± 6 29 ± 9 359 ± 27 27 ± 5 31 ± 2 29 ± 8 34 ± 2

Hours 649 ± 108 63 ± 14� 63 ± 9 54 ± 7� 44 ± 9 558 ± 43 44 ± 10 55 ± 7 40 ± 13 46 ± 6

Training forms

Endurance (h) 585 ± 101 55 ± 12� 56 ± 9 49 ± 6� 41 ± 8 486 ± 53 37 ± 10 48 ± 7 34 ± 13 42 ± 5

Strength (h) 39 ± 11 4.9 ± 1.4 3.8 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 1.4 1.9 ± 0.7 39 ± 9 4.1 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 1.1 2.9 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 1.1

Speed (h) 14 ± 7 1.6 ± 0.9 1.6 ± 1.0 1.0 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.4 14 ± 8 1.4 ± 0.8 1.3 ± 0.9 0.9 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 0.7

Intensity distribution

LIT (h) 522 ± 93 50 ± 11� 51 ± 8 43 ± 5� 35 ± 7 436 ± 56 34 ± 10 43 ± 7 31 ± 11 37 ± 4

MIT (h) 25 ± 7 2.9 ± 1.1 2.2 ± 0.8 1.9 ± 0.5� 1.8 ± 0.5 17 ± 6 1.7 ± 0.9 2.0 ± 0.9 1.1 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.8

HIT (h) 38 ± 10 2.3 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 1.5 33 ± 6 1.7 ± 1.0 2.8 ± 0.6 2.7 ± 1.4 3.6 ± 1.1

Exercise modes

Specific (h) 371 ± 108 29 ± 10� 30 ± 8 37 ± 11� 33 ± 12 290 ± 36 18 ± 5 24 ± 3 24 ± 11 33 ± 6

Unspecific (h) 239 ± 46 29 ± 8 29 ± 6 14 ± 8 8 ± 4 229 ± 30 22 ± 6 26 ± 6 13 ± 3 11 ± 2

GP1, general preparation period 1; GP2, general preparation period 2; SP, specific preparation period; CP, competitions phase; LIT, low-intensity training; MIT,

moderate-intensity training; HIT, high-intensity training.

�Significantly different from the corresponding value for women (P < .05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.t002
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Instruments and materials

The skiers’ body mass and height were measured (Soehnle Professional 7831, Soehnle Indus-

trial Solutions GmbH, Backnang, Germany) before the treadmill test. A motor-driven tread-

mill with a size of 2.5 × 0.7 m (RL 2500E, Rodby Innovation AB, Södertalje, Sweden) routinely

calibrated for speed and incline was used for VO2max testing, during which oxygen uptake was

measured with an Oxycon Pro (Jaeger–Toennis, Wurtzburg, Germany) metabolic test system.

Speeds during the friction and Vmax tests were calculated based on time measurements

obtained from photocells (TC-Timer, Brower Timing Systems, Draper, USA). Movement data

were collected by six IMUs (GaitUp SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) comprised of a 3D accelerom-

eter, a 3D gyroscope, and a barometric pressure sensor; the sampling frequency of the move-

ment data was 512 Hz on Day 1 and 256 Hz on Day 2. During testing, the IMUs were

mounted using Velcro straps on the chest, lower back, left and right wrists, and in front of the

binding on the left and right skis. However, in our analysis, only the IMUs on the arms and

skis were used. A Garmin Forerunner 920XT (Garmin Ltd., Olathe, USA) with both a GPS–

GLONASS (GNSS) and a barometric altitude monitor was used to measure the global position,

HR, and altitude at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. The Garmin watch was mounted on the ski-

er’s wrist and the screen was covered by sports tape to prevent the skiers to see the numbers.

Since the GNSS was primarily used to compare the identified sub-techniques used throughout

the track, that sampling frequency was high enough for segment definitions and course speed

estimates, assuming that the segments were sufficiently long and that the skier did not change

speed too rapidly (e.g. when making preventive manoeuvers to avoid falling or crashing) at the

points of segment definition. Video data were captured during LIT with a Garmin VIRB (Gar-

min Ltd., Olathe, USA) placed on the forehead of a skier who followed the participant. Blood

lactate concentration of 5-μL samples was taken from the fingertip and analysed with the Lac-

tate Pro LT-1710t kit (Arkray Inc., Kyoto, Japan). Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) were

recorded with the 6–20-point Borg scale [27].

Test protocols and measurements

Laboratory tests. VO2max was tested during an incremental running test at 6º inclination.

The procedure and criteria for maximal effort are described in [28]. The highest HR measured

during the test was defined as heart rate max (HRmax).

Outdoor tests. The skiers used their own ski equipment, including poles, boots and skis,

which were individualised to their specific racing preferences. They were instructed to prepare

the skis for prevailing conditions with respect to grinds, structure and waxing. Prior to testing,

the skiers warmed up in accordance with their own individual programmes.

Maximal speed tests. Two 20-m Vmax tests on flat and uphill terrain (~11º incline) were

performed on snow. The skiers performed a self-selected acceleration phase and were

instructed to reach maximal speed when entering the measurement zone. Vmax tests were per-

formed twice, each separated by 3 min low-intensity physical activity. Speed was calculated

based on time measured by two pairs of photocells placed 20-cm above the ground and

250-cm between the photocells of each pair at the start and finish of the test. The best effort

obtained by each skier was used in the further data analysis.

Low- and high-intensity exercise. A subsequent XC skiing exercise performed on snow

at low- and high intensity was performed 10 min after the Vmax tests. Before the test, a calibra-

tion routine was performed to cancel out differences in the positioning of the sensors on the

body and skis of the different skiers. The skiers were instructed to initially ski at a low intensity

using the proper technique, then at competition speed (i.e. HIT), with approximately 2 min of

rest in between. At a length of 5,173-m (3 × 1,724 m), the course exhibited a varied topography
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based on a course profile that can be divided into uphill (1,405 m or 27%), flat (1,491 m or

29%), and downhill (2,244 m or 43%) sections, with a total climb of 133 m (3 × 44 m). The pro-

cedure for detecting boundaries between the different sections and the categorisation of sec-

tions into uphill, flat, and downhill terrain were based on the method described by Sandbakk

et al. [2]. This method is based on position and altitude data from one of the skiers while

recorded with the Garmin Forerunner 920XT wristwatch throughout the course. A section

boundary was defined at each point when a major change in the gradient of the course profile

occurred. The uphill and downhill sections were characterised by a minimum difference in ele-

vation of 8-m within each section. A section with an ascent or descent of less than 8-m was

defined as flat. Adjacent flat sections were merged into longer sections that were liable to con-

tain small uphill and downhill terrain.

Detection of sub-techniques. All IMU sensor data were logged and time-synchronised

during the protocol and later downloaded and analysed offline in MATLAB (MathWorks,

Natick, MA, USA). The IMU sensor system and the GPS watch were synchronised by cross-

correlating data recorded by the barometer in both sensor system. To normalise differences in

sensor positioning, the arm sensor was calibrated following Seeberg et al.’s [24] method, and

the ski-mounted sensors were calibrated by assuming zero average horizontal acceleration

throughout the activity.

The IMU data were down-sampled to 20 Hz and divided into cycles that we defined to start

or stop when the skier’s left arm extended all of the way behind his or her body [25]. Each

cycle was automatically classified by a sub-technique involving a refined version of the classifi-

cation algorithm described by Seeberg et al. [24]. The primary sub-techniques classified were

DIA, DK, DP and HRB, whereas the remaining cycles were classified as TRN, skating-style

turn without poles, and miscellaneous (MISC), which encompassed TCK and other cycles that

did not satisfy the criteria of any primary technique. To simplify the analysis, all cycles that dif-

fered from the primary sub-techniques were combined and reported as MISC throughout the

study. Except for the technique transition analysis which included TRN and TCK along with

the primary sub-techniques. Refinements were made to the algorithm of Seeberg et al. [24] by

including the HRB sub-technique and TRN techniques and by accounting for sensors placed

on the skis instead of on the legs. HRB was identified by using the ski orientation in the estima-

tor mHRB, defined as

mHRB ≔ ð�left � �rigthÞðyleft þ yrigthÞ

HRBcycle ¼ if ðmHRB > tolHÞ ðarmCorr < tolDiaHÞ
Eq 1

in which ϕ and θ are the roll and pitch angles in radians, subscribed by the mounting on left

and right ski, armCorr is the arm correlation measure from Seeberg et al. [24], and

tolH = 0.06�2 and tolDiaH = -0.3 are tuning parameters to be calibrated or set by an expert.

Note that this is an indirect measure, since no reliable absolute yaw estimates could be

established.

Validating the classification algorithm. The original classification algorithm was vali-

dated by Seeberg et al. [24]. To validate the refined classification algorithm, the datasets of two

men (M3 and M5) and two women (W3 and W4) skiers were manually synced to the video of

the LIT session. A XC skiing expert manually labelled each cycle detected as either DIA, DK,

DP, HRB, TRN, TCK, or unidentified. Altogether, 11 cycles in the four datasets were unde-

fined, meaning that the movement did not represent one of the sub-technique classes (e.g.

when the skier checked the watch on the arm). The classifications of the labelled cycles, except

the unidentified ones, are presented as confusion matrices in Fig 1A–1D. TRN and TCK were

combined into one common MISC class. The confusion matrices revealed that the four

&
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datasets achieved classification accuracy rates of 98.0%, 97.0% 98.0%, and 97.4%, respectively.

DIA, DK, and DP exhibited excellent classification accuracies, with sensitivity and precision

mostly approaching 100%, whereas the MISC and HRB classes exhibited somewhat lower sen-

sitivity and precision.

Fig 1. A-D. Validation of sub-technique classification. Confusion matrices for four participants (A-D) while skiing at low intensity

(LIT) with the classical sub-techniques diagonal (DIA), kick double poling (DK), double poling (DP), herringbone (HRB), and

miscellaneous (MISC). The columns represent cycles labelled as one of the four sub-technique classes by video proof (used as a gold

standard), whereas the rows represent cycles classified in each of the four sub-technique classes by the algorithm. The diagonal represents

the cycles correctly classified, the bottom row represents the specificity for each sub-technique class, and the right column represents the

precision.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.g001
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Classification post-filtering. Visual inspection of the classification results revealed that

most misclassifications were associated with transitions in sub-techniques. To further improve

the classification and avoid an artificially large number of transitions in sub-techniques, the

following four post-processing filtering rules were implemented. 1) All cycles with cycle times

greater than 3 s were assumed to be TCK. 2) All single cycles between two sub-techniques

were assumed to be transition cycles and were set to the sub-technique prior to the cycle, with

the exception of single TCK cycles. 3) All single TRN techniques were set to the prior sub-tech-

nique. 4) All single DIA, DK, and DP with TRN before and after the cycle were set to TRN.

The accuracy achieved was sufficient to confidently analyse the distribution of sub-techniques

used by each skier, and the other datasets were assumed to exhibit similar classification

accuracy.

Definition of segments. Speed was calculated by dividing the distance calculated from

the GNSS position by the time obtained for each section. Gross kinematics for DIA, DK, DP,

and HRB were determined for the total course and the uphill, flat, and downhill terrain seg-

ments. Finally, CL was calculated as distance divided by cycles and CR as the number of cycles

divided by time. We decided to not present any data on single cycles for speed, CL or CR due

to concerns with respect to having sufficiently high accuracy. In the presented data, CL, CR

and speed are always calculated over at least five cycles for each athlete.

Weather conditions and snow friction

The track was covered with hard-packed, mixed snow and was machine-prepared in the morn-

ing prior to testing on both test days. Weather conditions were relatively stable and alternated

from sunny to partly cloudy. Wind, temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure were

measured four times on each test day. Each parameter varied within a range, as follows: wind,

0.9–3.6 m�s-1; temperature, 0.0–3.8˚C; humidity, 54–89%; and atmospheric pressure, 1,008–

1,011 hPa. The variation between test days was less than the variation within each day. The

friction constant on snow (μs) was calculated on the basis of five deceleration measurements

30-min prior to the start of the Vmax tests and immediately after the end of the 5-km tests on

both test days according to [29]. The skier glided passively onto a 20-m flat section of terrain

in a tucked position with an initial speed of 3 m�s-1. Four pairs of photocells were employed to

determine the initial and final speeds. The loss of speed was used to calculate deceleration and

the friction coefficient (μs = a�g-1 = ~0.022 on the first day and ~0.026 on the second test day),

ignoring the force of air drag, which was minimal at this slow speed.

Statistical analysis

Shapiro–Wilk’s test and comparison of histograms were used to assess the normality of the dis-

tributions of the variables, and Levene’s test was used to assess the homogeneity of variances in

the different groups. Variables where data did not deviate from normal distribution were ana-

lysed using parametric statistics, whereas the non-parametric alternative was used when such

assumptions were not met. A paired-sample t test was used for comparing LIT versus HIT

within men and women and the independent-sample t test for a comparison of men and

women. The non-parametric alternatives were the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the compari-

son of LIT versus HIT and the Mann–Whitney U test for men versus women. All data are pre-

sented as mean ± SD. For all relative sex comparisons, the values for women were set at 100%,

and for all analyses, the level of statistical significance was set at α = 0.05, and 0.05 > α> 0.10

was regarded trends. SPSS version 24 for Windows (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA)

and Office Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for the statisti-

cal analyses.
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Results

Speed, physiological, and perceptual differences

Speed, physiological, and perceptual measurements of the total course and terrain sections

appear in Table 3. Both men and women used an even pacing strategy across the three laps

during LIT and HIT. During HIT, men skied significantly faster than women on all terrain

types (P< .01) and exhibited the greatest difference in speed on flat terrain. Women skied

with higher HR than men during the first and second lap during HIT (P< .05), while no dif-

ference in HR was found during the third lap or in the lactate levels after HIT. During LIT, no

significant sex-based difference in average speed emerged; accordingly, women skied with a

significantly higher HR and blood lactate values (P< .01) during LIT. However, no sex-based

difference in the total RPE was found during LIT or HIT.

The increase in speed from LIT to HIT was greater for men (38%, P< .001) than for

women (18%, P = .002). On average, LIT speed relative to HIT speed was lower in men than

women (72% vs 85%, P = .001). In relation to terrain, LIT speed relative to HIT speed was

Table 3. Speed, physiological, and perceptual values (mean ± SD) of the total course and terrain tsections during low- and high-intensity training of six male and

six female national-level cross-country skiers.

Men Women Sex diff (%)

LIT HIT %diff LIT HIT %diff LIT HIT

Total course

Speed (m�s-1) 4.3 ± 0.1 5.9 ± 0.3 38† 4.1 ± 0.3 4.9 ± 0.2 18† -4 -21�

Lap speed (1/2/3) (m�s-1) 4.2/4.2/4.3 5.9/5.8/5.9 4.1/4.1/4.1 4.9/4.8/4.9

RPE 11.7 ± 1.0 17.8 ± 0.8 53† 11.7 ± 0.8 18.0 ± 0.6 54† 0 1

Lactate (mmol�L-1) 1.2 ± 0.2 9.7 ± 2.0 8.5†# 4.0 ± 1.3 9.5 ± 2.2 5.5†# 2.8#� -0.2#

HR (beat�min-1)˟ 139 ± 5 168 ± 5 21† 169 ± 7 180 ± 8 7† 18� 7�

HR (%HRmax)˟ 71 ± 3 86 ± 2 15† 85 ± 2 91 ± 3 6† 14� 5�

Uphill

Speed (m�s-1) 2.4 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2 59† 2.4 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.2 25† 3 -24�

Speed (%Vmax) 54 ± 9 86 ± 12 32† 63 ± 7 79 ± 5 16† 9 -7

RPE 12.3 ± 0.5 18.5 ± 1.0 52† 13.3 ± 0.5 18.3 ± 1.2 39† 8� -1

HR (beat�min-1)˟ 146 ± 4 171 ± 5 17† 174 ± 8 183 ± 8 5† 16� 7�

HR (%HRmax)˟ 75 ± 2 88 ± 2 13† 88 ± 2 92 ± 2 4† 13� 4�

Flat

Speed (m�s-1) 5.3 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.5 31† 4.7 ± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.4 17† -12� -26�

Speed (%Vmax) 65 ± 5 86 ± 7 21† 72 ± 7 84 ± 7 12† 7 -2

RPE 9.8 ± 1.3 16.5 ± 1.4 75† 10.0 ± 1.6 17.0 ± 1.4 71† 2 3

HR (beat�min-1)˟ 127 ± 6 162 ± 6 28† 160 ± 7 175 ± 8 10† 21� 7�

HR (%HRmax)˟ 65 ± 4 83 ± 2 18† 81 ± 3 88 ± 3 7† 16� 5�

Downhill

Speed (m�s-1) 7.0 ± 0.3 8.1 ± 0.6 16† 6.5 ± 0.8 7.0 ± 0.6 8 -8� -16�

RPE 8.2 ± 1.2 13.8 ± 2.0 77† 8.0 ± 2.1 14.8 ± 1.6 84† -2 7

HR (beat�min-1)˟ 136 ± 6 169 ± 6 24† 168 ± 6 180 ± 8 7† 19� 6�

HR (%HRmax)˟ 70 ± 3 87 ± 2 17† 85 ± 2 91 ± 3 6† 15� 4�

RPE, rate of perceived exertion; HR, heart rate; LIT, low-intensity training; HIT, high-intensity training.
# Lactate differences presented as absolute values (mmol�L-1). †Significantly different (P < .05) when the value for LIT is compared to the corresponding value for HIT.

�Significantly different (P < .05) when the value for men is compared to the corresponding value for women. Difference in %HRmax and %Vmax is given by percentage

points. ˟The heart rate monitor failed for one participant and only five women are included in the heart rate analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.t003
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lower during the uphill sections (men: 63%, women: 80%), compared to the flat- (men: 76%,

women 86%) and downhill sections (men: 86%, women 93%).

The Vmax on uphill terrain was 3.9±0.4 for women and 4.4±0.5 m�s-1 for men, whereas the

Vmax on flat terrain was 6.6±0.3 m�s-1 for women and 8.2±0.5 m�s-1 for men. Such differences

indicate a trend towards greater sex-based difference on flat (23%, P< .001) than on uphill

(14%, P = .063) terrain. During LIT, women (P = .004) skied with a higher proportion of Vmax

on flat than on uphill terrain which also was a trend for men (P = .077). There was also a trend

that women exhibited a greater proportion of Vmax than men during the flat (P = .055) and

uphill sections at LIT (P = .075).

Technique distribution

The distribution of sub-techniques in relation to the course profile for all skiers during LIT

and HIT appears in Fig 2. Women completed 893±68 total cycles during LIT and 886±67

cycles during HIT, which was significantly more (P< .05) than men, who completed 799±34

and 676±57 cycles during LIT and HIT, respectively.

The distribution of sub-techniques by percentage of time and distance used during the total

course and different terrain sections appears in Fig 3. Both men and women used DIA the

most relative to time, followed by DP, MISC, DK, and HRB. While women followed the same

Fig 2. Individual distribution of sub-techniques. Individual distribution of sub-techniques relative to the course profile for all skiers during low- and high-intensity

cross-country skiing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.g002
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pattern during HIT, men shifted to using DP the most, followed by MISC, DIA, DK, and HRB.

Women used DIA significantly more often (38% vs. 23%, P< .001) than men during HIT,

whereas men used MISC (mainly consisting of TCK and TRN) more often than women during

both LIT (23% vs. 15%, P = .029) and HIT (29% vs. 20%, P = .031). From LIT to HIT, women

exhibited approximately the same relative use of sub-technique. Men exhibited a significant

increase in the use of DP (+8%, P = .027) and MISC (+6%, P = .001), followed by a reduction

in the use of DIA (-13%, P = .004), from LIT to HIT.

DP was the most used sub-technique relative to distance, followed by MISC, DIA, DK, and

HRB, across training of both intensities and by both sexes. Women used DK over a signifi-

cantly greater distance than men during LIT (6% vs. 3%, P = .021) and DIA over a significantly

greater distance than men during both LIT (22% vs. 17%, P = .009) and HIT (23% vs. 12%, P =
.001). Men used MISC over a greater distance than women during both LIT (39% vs. 25%, P =
.017) and HIT (41% vs. 30%, P = .064). While women exhibited small changes in the relative

use of sub-techniques from LIT to HIT, men significantly reduced the distance using DIA

(-5%, P = .012) and increased the use of DP (+4%, P = .026).

During the 1,405-m long uphill terrain sections, DIA was used the most during both LIT

and HIT among both men and women. Relative to distance, women used DIA more than men

during both LIT (72% vs. 62%, P = .026) and HIT (75% vs. 46%, P = .001), whereas men used

DP for a greater distance than women during LIT (24% vs. 11%, P = .015) and HIT (39% vs.

13%, P = .002). Changes in the relative use of sub-techniques from LIT to HIT were small in

women, whereas men exhibited a significant increase in distance using DP (+15%, P< .005),

followed by a significant decrease in the distance using DIA (-16%, P< .012).

During the 1,491-m long flat terrain sections, DP was used the most during both LIT and HIT

among both men and women. Women skied a greater distance than men using DK during LIT

(6% vs. 1%, P = .041) and used DIA for a greater distance than men during both LIT (7% vs. 1%,

P = .005) and HIT (7% vs. 0%, P = .015). By contrast, men used MISC over a greater distance dur-

ing LIT (28% vs. 18%, P = .039) and HIT (34% vs. 23%, P = .077). From LIT to HIT, men reduced

the distance using DP (-4%, P = .050) and increased the use of MISC (+6%, P = .051).

Finally, during the 2,244-m long downhill terrain sections, MISC (mainly consisting of

TCK and TRN) was used most by men in both LIT and HIT, whereas women used DP the

most during LIT and MISC the most during HIT. Women used DP over a greater distance

during LIT (50% vs. 27%, P = .041), whereas men used MISC for a greater distance during

both LIT (72% vs. 46%, P = .026) and HIT (71% vs. 53%, P = .066). No significant changes in

the use of sub-techniques appeared between LIT and HIT within men or women.

Technique transitions

Women changed sub-techniques 84±13 times during LIT and 88±17 during HIT, whereas

men changed sub-techniques 83±12 times during LIT and 82±3 during HIT. Such shifts corre-

sponded to an average change in technique every 62–66 m or 11–16 s. The amount of the dif-

ferent types of changes between sub-techniques appears in Fig 4.

Kinematics

The speed, incline, CL, and CR for the sub-techniques appear in Fig 5A–5D. On average,

MISC was the sub-technique with highest speed for both men and women, followed by DP,

Fig 3. A-B. Distribution of sub-techniques relative to time and distance. Distribution of sub-techniques relative to time

(A) and distance (B) for the total course as well as for the specific uphill, flat, and downhill terrain segments among men and

women are illustrated for low- and high-intensity cross-country skiing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.g003
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DK, DIA, and HRB. The average incline for employment of DP increased from LIT to HIT in

men (P = .011). Compared to women, men used DIA and DP at steeper inclines during both

LIT and HIT (P< .05), and there was a trend for men to utilize DK at a steeper incline during

LIT (P = .082) and HIT (P = .053).

Women skied significantly faster than men while using DIA during LIT (2.3 m�s-1 vs. 2.1

m�s-1, P = .013), because of their longer CL than men (2.8 m vs. 2.5 m, P = .001). However, dur-

ing HIT men skied significantly faster than women while using DIA (3.2 m�s-1 vs. 2.9 m�s-1,

P = .028) and HRB (3.4 m�s-1 vs. 2.7 m�s-1, P = .012) because of their longer CL than women in

both DIA (3.3 m vs. 3.1 m, P = .111) and HRB (2.9 m vs. 2.2 m, P = .005). No significant sex-

based difference in CR was observed.

From LIT to HIT, men significantly increased their speed while using DP (23%, P< .001),

DK (44%, P = .002), DIA (53%, P< .001), and HRB (95%, P< .000). Such increase in speed

stemmed from significant increases in CR (P< .05) for all sub-techniques, combined with a

significant increase in CL (P< .01) in all sub-techniques except DP, in which the CL (P =
.084) was slightly reduced. From LIT to HIT, women significantly increased their speed while

using DP (10%, P = .005) and DIA (27%, P = .001). While executing DP, the increase in speed

was caused by significant increases in CR (P< .001), whereas CL (P = .001) decreased. While

using DIA, both CR (P< .000) and CL (P = .027) increased significantly.

Discussion

We combined HR monitoring, GPS, and micro-sensor technology to investigate sex-based dif-

ferences in speed, sub-technique selection, and kinematic patterns during LIT and HIT for

classical XC skiing across varying terrain. First among our results, men skied significantly

faster than women on all terrain sections during HIT, with the greatest difference while

Fig 4. Types of technique changes. The distribution of the types of changes between sub-techniques among men and women during low- and high-intensity cross-

country skiing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.g004
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traversing flat terrain. Second, average skiing speed did not differ between men and women

during LIT, and although RPE values were the same for both sexes, women demonstrated a

higher relative HR and absolute blood lactate levels while skiing. Third, women used DIA

more and MISC less than men during both LIT and HIT; men used DP more during the uphill

sections and MISC more during the flat and downhill sections compared to women. Fourth,

despite 61–107 changes in sub-technique with large individual differences, no differences were

found in the total number of changes in sub-technique between LIT and HIT or between the

sexes. Fifth and last, CR increased significantly in all sub-techniques from LIT to HIT, whereas

CL increased in all sub-techniques except from DP, in which CL decreased due to the greater

use of DP in steep uphill terrain.

Speed, heart rate, and perceptual responses

Men skied significantly faster on all terrain sections than women during HIT. Altogether, men

were 21% faster than women, with the largest sex-based difference observed on flat terrain

(26%), followed by uphill (24%) and downhill (16%) terrain. Our findings of a greater sex-

Fig 5. A-D. Kinematic variables for the different sub-techniques. Mean speed (A), incline (B), cycle length (C), and cycle rate (D) during the different sub-techniques

used among men and women in low- and high-intensity cross-country skiing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0207195.g005
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based difference on flat terrain in classical XC skiing are consistent with the results of previous

studies showing a more pronounced sex-based difference when using DP [30], although the

sex-based differences in speed that we observed were higher than the 14% difference in flat ter-

rain reported by Bolger et al. [1]. However, their sample included world-class athletes, and

some of the smaller differences can be explained by the fact that the men skied 15 km whereas

women skied 10 km.

During HIT, no sex-based differences were found in blood lactate levels, and the self-

reported efforts were similar across all terrains. The same pattern for men and women was

also found for HR, which was highest during the uphill sections for both sexes and intensities.

However, HR during the downhill sections was higher than on the flat sections although less

work rate is exerted downhill, an effect likely caused by delayed HR kinetics when the skiers

enter the downhill sections directly after uphill sections. As shown repeatedly in previous stud-

ies [29, 31, 32], uphill skiing drives the intensity above maximal oxygen uptake, and the subse-

quent oxygen deficit additionally increases HR for the following period. This phenomenon

might also explain the higher HR during the first two laps of HIT in women compared to men,

since the relatively short uphill sections during each lap and men’s larger use of the tuck posi-

tion resulted in more time for recovery between the uphill sections. Subsequently, men used

longer time to increase their HR than women during HIT since HR was the same for both

sexes first during lap three. In addition, women’s higher relative HR during LIT may also have

contributed to a faster increase in HR during the subsequent HIT. Overall, this finding indi-

cates different HR responses between men and women while training in similar terrain.

Surprisingly, average skiing speed was similar for men and women during LIT. Although

the same intensity was prescribed and the total RPE ratings were similar, which indicate that

women skied at their normal LIT speed, women skied with a substantially higher relative HR

and absolute blood lactate levels during LIT than men. That finding is consistent with the

result of a recent study involving junior XC skiers, among whom women exhibited higher rela-

tive HR during LIT compared to men [33]. The authors of that study speculated that training

across varying terrain could likely prompt higher relative intensities among women due to

their generally lower speed and more frequent use of uphill sub-techniques. Our findings sup-

port such speculation and could indicate that a minimum speed at a given incline is required

for using a proper technique during XC skiing. Thus, the instruction to ski with a proper tech-

nique could have led women to ski at a higher intensity than men, especially during the uphill

segments at LIT. That minimum speed forces women, who normally have lower aerobic capac-

ity and upper-body muscular strength than men, to increase their intensity, particularly while

skiing uphill. Such thinking is substantiated by the fact that women skied at the same speed as

men on the uphill sections during LIT in our study but skied more slowly on flat and downhill

terrain. The analysis of the athletes training diaries did not reveal any major sex differences in

training content (Table 2). However, the reported training does not necessarily explain the

entire picture. For example, our findings indicate that the women’s LIT sessions include more

work at higher metabolic intensities compared to men. While we cannot guarantee that our

data are generalizable to female skiers in other training groups or performance levels, such

findings highlight the importance for coaches to follow up and monitor their athletes carefully,

especially when training in mixed-sex groups.

We took measurements of the maximal speed of skiers while traversing uphill and flat ter-

rain. During HIT, the sex-based difference of Vmax on flat terrain (23%) was greater than the

Vmax on uphill terrain (14%). This was expected since more of the propulsive forces are gener-

ated by the upper body while executing flat terrain techniques. Similar results were also seen in

the Vmax tests where DP was used on flat terrain and DIA used uphill. Researchers have

reported greater differences in power output between men and women as the contribution
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from the upper body increases, arguably due to men’s greater proportion of muscle mass in

the upper body [34]. We also investigated the proportion of Vmax during LIT and HIT. As

expected given their higher metabolic intensity, women exhibited a higher proportion of Vmax

during LIT compared to men, whereas the use of Vmax during HIT was relatively similar

between the sexes.

Proportions of Vmax on flat compared to uphill terrain were greater for both men and

women during LIT. The lower proportion of Vmax on uphill compared to flat terrain can be

explained by the higher external work rates required while moving uphill that cannot be

matched properly by the metabolic system. Stöggl et al. [15] reported mean work rates as high

as 356 W in the steepest uphill climbs during the Norwegian national championship, which

reflected a rate of work that would drive the intensity above maximal oxygen uptake, thereby

requiring an additional anaerobic component to provide sufficient energy [29, 32]. That

requirement could force athletes to decelerate more while traversing uphill than flat terrain,

especially during LIT. This is also substantiated by the skier’s lower LIT/HIT ratio during the

uphill segments compared to the flat and downhill segments. This study is the first to address

sex-based differences in Vmax, the proportion of Vmax during low- and high-intensity XC ski-

ing and the LIT/HIT ratio of different terrain. These aspects need more investigation in future

studies.

Distribution of sub-techniques and kinematic patterns

Women used DIA significantly more and MISC, that mainly consisted of TCK and TRN, less

than men during HIT. In contrast, men used DP more on the uphill sections compared to

women, who employed more DIA. The greater use of DP among men compared to women

was also observed by Stöggl [15] on intermediate terrain (2–5º incline) and coincides with the

greater speed of men. However, men also used DP more than women on uphill terrain during

LIT, though the speed was similar for both sexes. That result indicates that other mechanisms

than speed and incline are involved in changes in technique, and it is likely that men’s higher

capacity to generate propulsive forces with their upper bodies makes it more feasible for them

than women to use DP on steeper inclines. Pellegrini et al. [4] have suggested that speed and

incline cannot fully explain transitions between sub-techniques in XC skiing and that both

physiological and psychological factors play a role. Arguably, because men generally execute

DP more often than women in training, they also prefer to use that technique more often dur-

ing LIT.

Another pronounced sex-based difference in the use of sub-techniques was men’s more fre-

quent use of MISC, primarily TCK and TRN, compared to women. This coincided with the

higher speed among men in downhill terrain, which is mainly explained by men’s greater abil-

ity to generate high propulsive forces on the top of hills when entering downhill sections, as

also seen by faster skiers in a previous study by Sandbakk et al. [2] Such thinking is substanti-

ated by 8% and 16% greater speed among men on downhill sections during LIT and HIT,

respectively. This makes it possible for men to start tucking earlier and maintain that tech-

nique for a longer distance into subsequent flat or uphill sections.

Accompanied by greater increase in speed from LIT to HIT among men (38%) compared

to women (18%), a more distinct change in their distribution of sub-techniques across LIT

and HIT was exhibited, especially involving the increased use of DP and decreased use of DIA

from LIT to HIT. That difference was most pronounced on uphill terrain, where speed

increased by ~60%, and the relative time and distance using DP increased by ~30 and 60%

respectively. Considerable use of DP was also reported by Marsland et al. [10], who investi-

gated male skiers at comparable physiological levels. The more frequent use of DP on
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intermediate terrain (mean 3.5˚, range 2–5˚) has also been reported for faster versus slower

skiers [14, 15]. Such findings highlight the importance of DP in XC skiing and uphold recent

improvements in upper-body power and endurance that allow athletes to use DP while negoti-

ating steeper inclines [35]. Overall, the use of sub-techniques is influenced by differences in

speed between training intensities and the sexes. Moreover, sex-based differences are influ-

enced by differences in strength, endurance capacity, and the ability to use upper and lower

limbs to generate propulsion while using the various sub-techniques.

In our study, skiers on average shifted sub-techniques 80–85 times during the 5-km LIT or

HIT; that frequency corresponds to changes in technique every 62–66 m or 11–16 s, which are

greater than the 40 m and 10 s found between changes in technique reported by Marsland

et al. [10] but comparable to a recent investigation of female skiers [11]. However, in our

study, the visual inspection of the classification results revealed several misclassifications asso-

ciated with technique transitions (e.g. the DK-type cycle used in the transition between DIA

and DP). To further improve classification accuracy and avoid an artificially large number of

sub-technique transitions, four post-processing filtering rules were implemented that reduced

the number of changes in technique. We argue that the rules afforded a better quantification

of the primary changes performed between DIA, DK, DP, HRB, TCK, and TRN.

We observed relatively small differences in the number of total changes in sub-techniques

across training intensities and between the sexes. However, more changes in technique for

women on intermediate (2–5º incline) terrain have previously been reported [15]; the authors

suggested that men are better able to maintain a single technique during varying terrain, since

women ski closer to their threshold speeds for transitions between sub-techniques. However,

those authors included data from only four 12–22-m sections of different inclines, whereas our

full-course analysis of transitions did not reveal any sex-based differences in the total number

of changes. Although the number of transitions did not differ between men and women, dif-

ferences in the types of changes in technique emerged, which were most pronounced with

women’s larger number of transitions to or from DK during LIT. Marsland et al. [11] reported

that the maximum DIA and minimum DP speeds overlapped across individuals, within which

range speed during DK fell. Those authors therefore suggested that changes in technique

reflected personal preferences. We also observed numerous changes to or from TCK and

TRN, which moreover increased from LIT to HIT among both men and women. Such novel

findings can guide researchers in examining the effect of transitions in technique on XC skiing

performance and how training might influence that ability.

Since each skier showed an individual distribution of sub-techniques along the course, it

appeared difficult to directly compare speed and kinematics within sub-techniques across sex

and intensity. Hence, our comparison of kinematic changes between the two training intensi-

ties and between the sexes should be interpreted with caution. In our study, the suggested

speed thresholds between the sub-techniques indicated by Marsland et al. [10, 11] seemed to

appear for each sex and during both LIT and HIT; since MISC mainly consisted of TCK and

TRN this was the fastest sub-technique in all cases, followed by DP, DK, DIA, and HRB. How-

ever, speed within all sub-techniques increased significantly from LIT to HIT, except from DK

and MISC in women, which highlights that those speed thresholds in using a given sub-tech-

nique also change according to conditions. That trend should be considered when designing

training sessions for LIT, which represents more than 80% of XC skiers’ training, in order to

assure that each training session is designed to influence performance at competitions, which

is of an intensity close to the HIT employed in our study.

The kinematic changes from LIT to HIT primarily constituted an increase in CR in all sub-

techniques except MISC, which was not included in kinematic analyses since it contains sev-

eral types of movement, and increased CL in all sub-techniques except DP. Such results were
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expected not only given research showing an increase in both CR and CL with increasing

speed in most sub-techniques in classical skiing but also because CR is the main driver of

increased speed in DP [6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 36]. No sex-based difference was observed in CR, since

women skied with longer CLs while using DIA during LIT and men skied with longer CLs

while using HRB during HIT. Albeit interesting, such findings do not indicate sex-based dif-

ferences in CL used while executing those sub-techniques since the sub-techniques were exe-

cuted at inclines that varied among men and women as well as during LIT compared to HIT.

Therefore, those aspects should be examined in a more experimental design in future research.

Limitations

A main limitation of this study is the small sample size for each sex. Our initial sample size cal-

culations (using an alpha level of 0.05 and a power of 0.75) showed that the lowest number of

participants needed for detecting meaningful differences on our main variables was 6 in each

group. However, this number is low and we cannot exclude that e.g. the surprising lack of sex

difference in speed at LIT could have changed with larger groups and/or skiers on different

performance levels. On the other hand, we might have missed some meaningful differences

that were not statistically significant due to the low sample size. Another limitation of this

study is the use of a GPS wristwatch for position measurements and altitude data instead of a

more precise dGNSS or carrier phase GNSS. Although the GPS wristwatch applied cannot

detect typical instantaneous speed differences in cross-country ski racing, the error in mapped

position along a mapping trajectory reported in a recent validation study [37] (interquartile

range [3.93, 4.66] m) shows that the position measurements from the GPS wristwatch should

be sufficient for answering the aims of the current study. However, for the results related to

speed and incline, in which the position accuracy is critical, we have always averaged our

results over many cycles in order to reduce the possible effect of inaccuracy. Due to these limi-

tations, we do not draw any conclusion in cases where our findings can be questioned due to

low sample size or inaccuracy.

Conclusion

Our results provide novel insights into sex-based differences in speed, use of sub-techniques,

and kinematic patterns during LIT and HIT for classical XC skiing. The greater speed among

men on all terrain during HIT and maximal sprinting was particularly pronounced as they

skied flat terrain and closely related to their more frequent use of DP on uphill terrain and gen-

erally longer CLs than women. However, skiing speed was similar for men and women during

LIT, and although women’s total RPE was the same as men’s, women skied with greater meta-

bolic loads. The increase in speed from LIT to HIT appeared for all terrains for both sexes,

accompanied by an increased CR in all sub-techniques and increased CL in all sub-techniques

except DP, that was also used to cross steeper terrain using HIT. Altogether, the findings pose

major implications for coaches and athletes by highlighting the importance of carefully moni-

toring the intensity, technique distribution, and kinematic patterns of individuals in training

groups. Such monitoring could be especially relevant in mixed-sex groups in order to individ-

ually select appropriate training terrain and provide technical input that ensures that the goals

of training sessions are achieved.
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